
Freedom brings opportunity

The civil service seems ever keen to implement every last rule and regulation
from the EU before we leave properly at the end of the year. For many years
now there has been a large official legislative programme routed from
Brussels by eager officials. Some of it may even have been encouraged by UK
officials with doubtless some Ministerial sign off. Some officials realised a
long time ago they could legislate through Brussels without any effective UK
Parliamentary scrutiny, or without objections from any major political party
or from most of the media. There was a conspiracy of silence about most wide
ranging EU legislation, with successive oppositions unwilling to oppose it.
 For officials it was a much more comfortable way of legislating. Some
Ministers went along with or welcomed it. Any critical Ministers of either
the process or of particular bits of legislation were usually told they had
to accept as the UK was unable to stop it.

Some of the lengths they have gone to are absurd. The EU cumbersome data laws
were incorporated into UK law by the general legislation continuing all such
laws as good UK laws once we left. Nonetheless officials were so keen to keep
exactly the same bureaucracy they got Ministers to legislate directly into UK
law as well. As someone who values data privacy and sensible controls over
data, it seems odd that this particular version should be so revered, with an
obvious effort to try to prevent us seeking something  better .

This government was elected to get Brexit done. It was returned with a large
Parliamentary majority to take back control of our laws, our borders and our
money. Ministers now need to get the civil service working on how we, the UK
voters and MPs, wish to use the new freedoms we will gain on 1 January
2021.We have wasted 5 years putting off enjoying the benefits thanks to
undemocratic political forces.

We need to revise our tax policy to get rid of some of the VAT and other EU
impositions we do not agree with. We need a new fishing policy that is kinder
to both our fish and our fishermen and women. We want a new energy policy
that ensures national resilience and lower prices.  We want proper control of
our borders, so we decide who to welcome here, and how to keep ourselves
safe. We want our own trade policy, with lower and fewer tariffs on trade
with the rest of the world than the EU makes us impose. We want more local
and home grown and reared food, with fewer food miles. We want to cut the
huge import bill from the rest of the EU, restoring some of the market share
in our own market that we lost under EU rules and tariffs.

Leaving the EU is full of opportunity. It is vital the government gives no
more ground. The French and others are threatening us with tariffs and the EU
Commission is telling us we will suffer if we leave without a deal. It shows
how worried they are that we will do better once we have our freedom back.
With the huge surplus on trade they enjoy, they would  be unwise to impose
tariffs on us as it could jump start more domestic production in  the
affected areas if they do. We could impose tariffs on them, and cut tariffs
for the rest of the world through a series of trade deals , offering better
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terms to those many countries who want to improve their trade with us and who
do not threaten us.


